
THE BOOK AND BEYOND
 An educator’s guide for exploring children’s and YA literature

Rich question(s)
This section is for creating and exploring questions that might guide an overall inquiry for a particular book. These questions might be inspired by ideas in the book section and/or personal responses and/or the 
NZ Curriculum and/or available resources. 

 Mophead Title: Author(s): Illustrator(s):

The aim of The Book and Beyond is to inspire an interest and passion for books and reading. This section is for your thoughts, questions and notes about different aspects of the book and to consider how you might 
frame discussion with students.

Selina Tusitala Marsh Selina Tusitala Marsh 

Physical object Characters

Design & cover

Illustration

Plot

Setting 

Theme & message

Language

Mood & feeling

Genre & format

The book

The inquiry

How do different cultures reward and recognise heroes and ‘she’-roes? 
   
Who are you? What is important for your identity?  How important is it to have a way (art, sport, music, dance, talking, writing, other) to express who you are?  How can you use language (and/or other things) to empower yourself?

What turning points can determine or decide our pathways and future?  

A graphic memoir or autobiography. Selina calls it a ‘mini-memoir’. 

It fits as a sub-genre of the graphic novel or non-fiction graphic novel.  

 

The story is ultimately joyous, celebratory, hopeful and affirming. It is a call 
to anyone who feels different, to see and use that difference as a strength 
as with the sub-heading: ‘How your difference makes a difference.’ 
Exuberant, lighthearted, comical and playful in tone, mood and effect.
Told in an aural-like narration, ie has that ‘being told this’ or ‘read-aloud’ 
feel, but is combined with the graphic, or comic image layout. 

Not surprisingly for a poet laureate—poetic techniques. 
There is a nice rhythm to the whole and within sets of pages rather than 
using end of line rhyme. By using repetition of questions, of ‘wild’, of sound 
patterns/effect: assonance—where vowels are repeated for effect, 
alliteration—repeating the harder consonants—c, s, t. 
A words/upu page that details Pasifika, Māori words, ideas and books.

Identity; growth of individuality or difference and accepting and loving that 
difference. Growing up Pasifika in New Zealand. 
Diversity is a strength and trying to fit in to a ‘norm’ restrains you; note also 
the dedication to ‘those who stick out’.
The big idea: to reach all kids and explode the idea of a Poet Laureate/
Pasifika Poet Laureate—the tokotoko and the role to promote and share.

Backgrounds only to the action—NZ of her childhood; her schools, home, 
then Auckland University, to places she visited as Poet Laureate—England, 
the US etc. The ferry back to Waiheke, her current home, is a significant 
ending of the plot, with the questioning boy, and the proud deckhand/
friend. Interesting how the settings are in lighter tone to highlight the 
action and characters more. 

“When I was 10...” neatly bookends the plot. it takes us from the challenge 
of being teased for her big ‘Afakasi’ hair, to the epiphany of 
seeing Sam Hunt and identifying with being different—wild words/ways—
and using that to find her way, to being NZ Poet Laureate and the ‘cool’ 
things that allows: to meet people, travel, share poetry. And throughout 
the refrain, “It’s formal. You’ll need to tie your hair back.” “Um...Yeah nah.”

Selina as the main character—tells the story of her life, the changes and 
achievements, starting as a 10 year old.  
She is imaginative, proud, creative and determined. She is the one telling 
us the story directly so her inner thoughts show this and, 
importantly, the illustrations (in her characters’ actions, gesture, 
expressions, reactions) show these characteristics.  

Red and black on white are used as the colour palette—echoing Pasifika 
art. Use of the typeface or font appearing as an image—‘wild’, ‘tied’, and 
‘same’ etc. 
Illustrations are bold and energetic with clear defined lines. They are critical 
to the storytelling and each double spread or single page holds the story 
and connects the text. Text often intertwined or a picture itself.

The cover shows the top half of Selina’s face, which has a comic style. The 
page is dominated by thick, wild, black hair. It is playful, helped by the pen 
stroke style, and the red MOPHEAD title rests on and is entwined with the 
hair. The back endpapers have several photos of Selina, events and other 
people to help provide context to the story eg the actual tokotoko, Sam 
Hunt, connecting with schools. 

A weighty, matte hardback with title indented, as if stamped onto the cover 
which gives a good sensory feel. It is wider in size/dimension than books in 
this genre. Heavy paper stock that feels luxurious and is almost blindingly 
white in contrast to the thick inky print. Creaks satisfyingly when you open 
it to reveal Selina’s comic alter ego scampering across the end papers,             
repeated in title pages and spine, emphasising ‘wild’ hair and persona. 

https://natlib.govt.nz/schools


Personal Read more Social (Share your experience)

The aim of The Book and Beyond is to inspire an interest and passion for books and reading. This section is designed to help students use the book as inspiration to share, wonder, question, and explore ideas, possibilities, 
connections, feelings, experiences and other viewpoints — either alone or together.

Text to self Text to text Text to world

This section is intended as a prompt for thinking about how  the book might relate to the NZ Curriculum. For example, is it a story about cultural diversity? What language, symbols and text tell the story? 

NZ Curriculum

Learning areas

  English  Maths & Statistics

  The Arts  Science

  Health & PE  Social Sciences

  Languages  Technology

Principles

 High expectations  Future focus

 Treaty of Waitangi  Learning to learn

 Cultural diversity  Community engagement

 Inclusion

Values

 Excellence  Community & participation

 Innovation, inquiry, curiosity  Ecological sustainability

 Diversity  Integrity

 Equity

Key Competencies

 Thinking  Relating to others

 Using language, 
symbols & text

 Participating & 
contributing

 Managing self

Create and draw
Re-read and show students the section at the start.
Ask them to create a word list. Use a theme (themselves, a family/whānau 
member, a best friend, a pet, the beach or holiday activity).
Use the list to develop a short poem, use an acrostic frame/pattern or an  ‘I am 
..’ frame. 
Or use the lists to create drawings of the words using Selina’s ‘word as image’ 
technique (tied, same wild, curly, thin, hairy).   
Explore 
There is an important moment when Selina meets Sam Hunt, the NZ poet, and 
she identifies with him—his wild words and hair, and difference inspires her. Stu-
dents can explore the idea of role models, and then find, research and present 
ideas about their own role model.
You can use print resources to support the research, for example:
Go Girls/Barbara Else  and Stories for Boys Who Dare to be Different/Ben Brooks
You could use these digital resources to support the research:
Many Answers provides quality, reliable sources and excellent scaffolding and 
questioning to help students navigate digital resources: 
https://anyquestions.govt.nz/many_answers/role-models
Topic Explorer - Māori Heroes https://natlib.govt.nz/schools/topics/579fd02e-
8d2a4e017e0044ed/maori-heroes

Read aloud/Join
Mophead is a great read aloud. Find out about the NZ Readaloud movement 
#NZReadaloud. In 2020 Mophead is the featured book for Years 3 and 4 to read 
aloud together, connect and explore. 

Connect to and understand the initiative, the group and join in:
http://newzealandreadaloud.wordpress.com/years-3-4/

Connect
The power of visiting writers/poets/illustrators is an idea in Mophead—and 
research also suggests it’s important in helping readers/learners. —Invite writers  
and illustrators to visit your students - to role model, share and inspire. Request 
and book writers to visit through ReadNZ as well as attending the Auckland 
Writer’s Festival. 

Many authors and illustrators are active on social media and / or have websites.
The American Library Association (ALA) has links to the websites of various au-
thors and illustrators (mainly US ): 
http://gws.ala.org/category/literature-amp-languages/authors-illustrators

Ask students to think about any parts of the Mophead story that may remind 
them of:

• their experience
• meeting a role model—a sports personality, authors, illustrators, poets. 
• being different or trying to fit in.  
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Make connections

What connections can you make to yourself, other texts, the world?

  Read the next in the series

  Read another book by the same author

  Read another book with the same idea/topic/ genre

  Listen to an audio version of the book

You might enjoy reading and listening to all or part of Selina’s Fast Talking PI.
You can also download and listen to an audio of Selina performing Fast Talking 
PI—with a background musical beat at the New Zealand Electronic Poetry Cen-
tre NZEPC (8mins) http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/pasifika/marsh1.asp  

There are some great graphic autobiographies with similar ideas and themes:
Guts by Raina Telgemeier El defo by Cece Bell (primary/intermediate)
Short & Skinny by Mark Tutulli (primary/intermediate)
To dance: a memoir by Siena Cherson Siegel (intermediate)

Or find and view/listen to Selina read and perfom her poetry.

  

https://anyquestions.govt.nz/many_answers/role-models
https://natlib.govt.nz/schools/topics/579fd02e8d2a4e017e0044ed/maori-heroes
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